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 1	
After Trump breaks with the Iran deal the EU must break with the US Iran 2	
policy 3	
 4	
 5	
Tabled by:  EGP Committee 6	
 7	
European Greens firmly condemn regret and criticise the decision of the US government to 8	
withdraw unilaterally from the nuclear deal with Iran. The Nuclear deal, also known as the 9	
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) had been agreed between the US, Russia, 10	
China, the UK, France, Germany, and Iran 14 July 2015 after many years of complicated 11	
diplomatic negotiations in which the EU played a major role. The UN Security Council then 12	
endorsed the JCPOA on 20 July 2015.   13	
 14	
We consider the unilateral US decision to renounce this diplomatic achievement and to 15	
reinstate severe sanctions against Iran as well as against Iran’s trading partners and foreign 16	
investors in Iran is reckless in several respects. It is a major breach of multilateralism, a 17	
dangerous action that will greatly increase tensions and risks in the region, a confrontation 18	
with the United Nations, an action that undermines US credibility and trustfulness worldwide, 19	
weakens the ability of other parties to negotiate with Iran, places Iran in a stronger position 20	
to withdraw formally from the agreement or to disregard its provisions. It also destroys 21	
fragile goodwill that had been building between Iran and others who are or were party to the 22	
agreement, and a severe burden for US partners and allies.   23	
 24	
European Greens call upon the EU and in particular on the UK, France, and Germany, to resist 25	
President Trump’s Iran policy and to cooperate with Russia, China and Iran in common 26	
efforts to salvage the Iran deal. The European Greens are committed to a peaceful, nuclear-27	
free world. We do hope that the EU and the E3 Countries will be capable of convincing the 28	
authorities in Iran to uphold the deal from their side.  29	
 30	
Iran has been expecting that the deal would facilitate stronger trade and investment 31	
partnerships with the international community in order to overcome the present economic 32	
crisis in the country and to strengthen the country’s development. The new US mandated 33	
sanctions plus the secondary sanctions against those who would deal with Iran are trying 34	
bound to kill this perspective. The US administration’s re-imposition of economic sanctions 35	
on Iran can do nothing but harm the standard of living of the Iranian people. Jobs created in 36	
Iran or promised there in the wake of the agreement are now lost, and cost -of -living will 37	
increase. The EU should use all the instruments at its disposal to protect European 38	
companies against US sanctions. As many major companies that are strongly connected to 39	
the US market will probably prefer to relinquish their Iranian activities in order to protect their 40	
US interest, the EU should look for novel ways of promoting Iranian trade and investment as 41	
long as Iran honours the nuclear deal.  42	
 43	
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European Greens are convinced that a complete breakdown of the nuclear deal would result 44	
in a major destabilization of the region and directly or indirectly in a nuclear arms race 45	
between several competing powers. This implies a major threat to world peace in general, to 46	
the region in particular and also to European security.  47	
 48	
While we recognisze the need to defend the Iranian nuclear deal, this does not mean we 49	
condone the aggressive Iranian foreign policy which contributes to destabilizing the region, 50	
nor that Europe should remain silent on the violations of human rights in Iran, in particular 51	
the repression of political opponents and women.the need to defend the Iranian nuclear 52	
deal, if possible, we cannot, on the other hand, ignore the facts about the repression in Iran 53	
and the terrible human rights situation, as well as the aggressive Iranian foreign policy as 54	
evidenced in Iran’s role in conflicts in Yemen, Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon. Time and again 55	
Iranian leaders are questioning or openly denying Israel’s right to exist. Iran’s efforts to 56	
project its power and to create a regional hegemony for itself, is one of the root causes of 57	
tensions, antagonisms, and even armed conflicts. Of course, other regional powers like 58	
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Israel also play their own destabilizing roles, but in the European 59	
relations with Iran we want European leaders to address the risks emanating from Teheran 60	
without hesitation. Equally we insist that human rights violations, the repression of political 61	
opponents, and, in particular, the repression of women and LGBT persons be addressed 62	
relentlessly from the EU side.  63	
 64	
The JCPOA did not deal with all the contentious issues in our relations with Iran. It was not 65	
meant to. It focused on one very important dimension, which is the prevention of nuclear 66	
proliferation. It is unfair to criticize the JCPOA for not having resolved all the other 67	
contradictions at the same time. It is a fallacy on the part of the US administration and the 68	
Israeli government to believe it might be easier to deal with problems listed above after 69	
destroying the JCPOA. To the contrary, this step increases the risk of more military conflict 70	
and the risk of strengthening the most reactionary and authoritarian forces in Iran.  71	
 72	
European Greens will continue to show solidarity with the people of Iran in their struggle for 73	
freedom and a fair future. European Greens will continue to support a diplomatic and 74	
multilateral approach to dealing with the conflicts in the region. European Greens support 75	
action from the EU to block US sanctions against Iran. European Greens will also continue to 76	
collaborate with the political opposition in the United States against President Trump’s 77	
fateful Iran policy.  78	


